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Introduction

With These Words, contributors to this third anthology from the Thursdays 
Writing Collective stretch the boundaries of the Downtown Eastside of 
Vancouver, Canada to comment on the state of urban centres across North 
America. They reconfigure identities – immigrant, soldier, boxer, hippie, 
gardener, mother – to become writers exploring universal truths.

These Words grew from weekly meetings during the fall of 2009 at the 
Carnegie Centre at Hastings and Main Streets, an intersection characterized 
as a hub of poverty. For some contributors these two hours a week were 
the only chance to set pen to paper. Submission in this chapbook, like 
those previous, was open to anyone who attended one class during the 
fall. Thursdays have become a time of abundance, of wordplay, respect 
and the creative imperative. The meetings are playful, with participants 
stepping forth from their personal lives to generate vivid, surprising work in 
forms such as haiku, prose, creative non-fiction and page poetry, all of this 
underlined by the possibility of serving as witness to difficult themes.

Each writer arrives on the page from an individual journey. During our 
time together some asked for feedback, others struck out alone ; each staked 
a claim to define the world and be heard. The respect and support for 
each other’s work transcends backgrounds or preferences. What has never 
fluctuated is the dedication to the equal opportunity to express, to listen, 
to write.
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John Asfour for guidance and expertise. Fiona Lam, for sharing her work 
and thoughts on writing. Five Seventeen for his eye, his generosity. To the 
notion of community that brings this work forth.
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Waiting
by James Eichel

Night
Main Street
all around me
lights
make signs to me
colour the rain-washed sidewalks
Here I stand
against the granite wall
beneath an awning
waiting
for the black-haired woman
to get off duty
from the cafe
across the street

There she is
out the door
she glances up
turns her coat collar
puts her hands in her pockets
walks away
around the corner
in the rain

now coming down harder
spatters
splatters
lights blur
the black-haired woman
gone
and I
stand
against the granite wall
out of the rain
beneath an awning

James Eichel has been much, he is many things, he will be what he wants  
at the end. Let it be simply, James.
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Milonoa
By Irit Shimrat

I am from gefilte fish
from Manischewitz wine and Strubs pickles ;
I am from the middle-class, suburban smell
of freshly mown lawns
indoor coleus and outdoor lilac
reference books and clever puns ;
from Latza and Mendl
Shifra and Nehemieh
Aba and Ima

I am from unnecessary economies
and the pretence of keeping kosher ;
from “never underestimate the value of money”
and “you are a sophisticated child”

Born in Israel
I am from eggplant salads and real falafel ;
from the purple vein throbbing
in Aba’s temple the day
a friend let slip that Ima
was not Aba’s first wife

I am from albums of childhood photos
compiled by Ima
decorated with drawings
of flowers and leaves ;
from the three little metal-bound prayer books
I got for my Bat Mitzvah
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I am from the Milonoa
the mechanical English-Hebrew dictionary
Aba invented and patented
which never sold well
but of which we were all so proud

I am from the many times when
locked up in the loony bin
I was parted from my belongings
among them the Milonoah

Hebrew glossary  :
Ima (pronounced EE-mah) = mother
Aba (AH-bah) = father
Milonoa (Mee-Lo-NO-ah) is a play on“milon” [dictionary] and “noa” [moving]

Irit Shimrat is an escaped lunatic. She is madly in love with language  
and sometimes likes people as well. 
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Breakfast with Wordsworth
by James McLean

Animation at 5.30am at the Terminal and Main SkyTrain station as 
I hand out the greatly desired 24Hrs newspaper, a free and magical 
publication, to scores of hands.

No music but a whizz of tires, bangs of exhaust, an occasional FAQ as a
variation on a theme  : “Spare change?” Good question.

“Have a light?”
“No, I don’t smoke.” Provokes an instant reply  : “Stick to the question.”

Oh, for the sanctuary of the 24-hour McDonalds!

Rejuvenation at the CN Railway Station, comfortably seated with an 
89-cent senior’s coffee. Now for the rolecall of who’s who. Habitues are 
draped over tables and chairs like daffodils. Wordsworth tells me, “The 
world is too much with us ; late and soon, getting and spending, we lay 
waste our powers.”

Coffee done, it’s time to move along.
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Generation Gap 
by James McLean

3 times around the world
39 jails, 1 night stand.
1917 war, Beaulieu Wood battle
The Colonel got the cri de guerre,
the son of a bitch he wasn’t there.

1929–30 Scotland  : poverty worldwide, 
half a million unemployed 
marching through hell. 
Was I the kid with the drum? No, 
it was Woody Guthrie.

1939–45 much later conscripted 
in Her Majesty’s service.
A little ditty sung in barrack room 
on beer night went like this 
(allow me to be disrespectful)
It’s my 39–45 star 
the best little medal by far
pinned to my chest 
pyjamas and vest 
the best little medal by far.

James McLean was born in 1927 in Glasgow, Scotland--shelf life questionable.  
He tried everything else but couldn’t make a living telling jokes and avoiding 
police. He is trying Thursdays poetry and prose. He thanks you for reading 
and listening.
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Haiku
by Anne Young

Golden leaves fall
and I feel bitter winter
on my fingertips

Anne Young’s family is the forest.  
She is nature’s child.
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a pretty little face
by muriel marjorie

I’m from the “cunt of a dirty little squaw”
and the cock of german man’s brutality
I am from a woman who lies
keeps secrets – protective – afraid 
she wouldn’t Be, believed.
names me after her english mum-in-law
who eyes me suspiciously
because I don’t smell like her son at all
but, having been so named,
the mum smiles polite
 
  checkmate

the weed of another
  
   tradition.
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galaxy of longing
by muriel marjorie

he said. she thought. therefore, she reacted. he misunderstood. then he 
did. she then. therefore he went. she had seen him do. he was being 
helpful to another woman. the other woman told her, “he’s mine.” she 
smiled, went for a walk and cried. she was packing. he came home to an 
empty house. he drank. the other woman visited as a friend, a very warm 
friend. the other woman wanted to get real friendly. he passed out. the 
other woman kissed his neck. left lipstick marks. he was late for work. 
his co-workers teased him. he was late getting to his next appointment. 
his mother-in-law slapped his face when he got out of the car. he said. 
the mother-in-law pointed with her big finger. he looked into the car 
mirror baffled. the other woman purred, “don’t you remember giving 
me the keys to your front door?” as she crawled into bed that night. he 
was half-way there, and said to himself, “what the hell.” half-asleep he 
dreamt of her. she came back early in the morning, thinking herself too 
rash. into the bedroom she came, a galaxy of longing disappearing like 
the smoke of her cigarette. she took pictures, emptied the bank account, 
changed the lock to the front door and put the house on the market. the 
other woman got the man. the man showed up one day with lipstick on 
his neck. the other woman felt betrayed and yelled at the man. he said, 

“I was half-asleep in my parked car when a situation arose.” I said to 
myself, “what the hell, might as well.” the other woman wanted to know, 

“who’s the other woman?” he smiled and said, “what other woman? you’re 
the other woman. this time, what the hell, the other woman’s a man.” 
the end.
 

muriel marjorie became a great aunt and waltzed around with her arms in the air 
proclaiming, “it’s official. I’m great, I’m great. I’m a great aunti!”
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Ralph’s Bench
by Edward Parker

Three wooden slats make up the seat of the bench at Beaver Lake upon which I 
have been sitting, writing, thinking, dreaming and complaining for many years.

I chose the bench originally because of its position in relation to the lake and 
the trees. It faces more or less west, which means it gets the warm afternoon 
sun, and looks over a small patch of open water in which mallards and the odd 
pair of wood ducks dabble. A short distance from shore, a bank of reeds are used 
for nesting by red-winged blackbirds, who perch on the cattails and call to each 
other. From this spot, I can peer through my field glasses into the distant reaches 
of the lake when I see movement, or follow the path of an eagle gliding above. 

This bench is the right-most of three benches that sit in a row, adjacent to 
each other, at the edge of a small section of forest between the lake and 
Pipeline Road. I actually prefer the view from the centre bench, but the seat 
is slightly too high to be comfortable. My bench is just the right height to sit 
comfortably with my legs crossed and notebook open on my lap without a 
limb falling asleep too quickly. 

I say my bench, but it’s really Ralph’s Bench. That is, one of the many 
benches in Vancouver that the parks board has assigned to memorialise 
someone. In this case, a Dr. Ralph G. Miller. 

Though I’m certain that I read the plate bearing Ralph’s name on my first 
visit, I’d probably used the bench on many occasions before I really became 
aware of Ralph’s presence. I sit on the bench lost in thought, contemplating 
some real life problem, or opportunity, until I return to my notebook to 
scribble down ideas – sometimes answers but more often, new questions. On 
one such occasion I looked down at the brass plate thoughtfully and said, 
aloud, “What do you think, Ralph?” 

I wasn’t expecting an answer, nor did I get one, but I sat and stared at that 
brass plaque for a few moments, as though I were waiting for something, 
anything. And something did come, in the form of the simple comfort of 
having reached out to this stranger on whose bench I sat. I felt myself relax. 

Before long, I was greeting Dr. Miller upon my arrival. “Morning, Ralph”, 
I would say ritualistically, nonchalantly. I was even conversing with Ralph. 
Asking for opinions. Relating anecdotes. Sharing discoveries. Frequently 
posing philosophical questions. 
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Though I only spoke to him aloud, I did not so address him if there were 
any other people passing, or sitting on the adjacent benches, for obvious 
reasons. Except occasionally, when someone particularly annoying was 
offending my sensibilities, such as allowing his dog to jump in the water to 
chase the ducks, I would whisper discreetly my disdainful thoughts about 
the offenders, certain that Ralph would share in my irritation. 

Sometimes I would arrive to find someone else sitting on Ralph’s bench. 
Usually it was a group of tourists, so I would use the next bench over 
knowing that they’d soon be bored by the lack of beavers and move along. 

Otherwise, I would go to my alternate bench on the other side of the lake, 
belonging to the memory of one Lisa van Reeuwyk. I don’t talk to Lisa the 
way I do Ralph, except to say hello. As with Ralph, I don’t know Lisa’s story. 
I do know, however, that she died at an unreasonably young age. I wonder, 
when I sit with her, if her life was difficult, what struggles she faced, whether 
leaving was her own decision or one made for her. Perhaps, with Lisa, I 
remain silent, available to offer her the favour of an ear should she desire it. 

Sitting with Lisa is a darker experience than sitting with Ralph, but that’s 
not a bad thing, just different. Though my understanding of both Ralph and 
Lisa are entirely my own projections and quite possibly wholly unrealistic, 
each nevertheless has something to offer me during my retreats, and I like 
to think that I have something to offer them, too, even if only the respect of 
my attention. 

Last year, Ralph’s bench was hauled away and a new one has replaced it. 
Presumably, whoever funded the bench did not renew it. The new bench still 
has three wooden slats, but it’s not the same. The height of the seat is slightly 
different, and it has a new name  : Mr. Page. I have no sense of Mr. Page. I 
can’t even remember his first name. Perhaps we’ll become friends. Perhaps 
we won’t. 

Edward Parker is currently in his seventeenth year of a four-year undergrad 
degree in English lit at SFU. When not procrastinating, he writes primarily 
creative non-fiction but also dabbles in fiction occasionally. He blogs at 
edwardsblock.com.



Diane Letchuk ’09
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Tomorrow
by Diane Letchuk

Tomorrow
the irregulars
the seconds
the bargain basement dime store stuff
is going to be us – the its 
for cut throat competitions, 
on wholesale, below cost.

Tomorrow
a worldwide anti-freedom of expression
now a swollen time standing still,
a new dark Age of Oppression
the global elite
shift, control and delete

So, go ahead
rip out that last tree –
God’s not looking?

Diane Letchuk lives and volunteers in the Downtown Eastside. She has published 
her works in the D.E.W.C. monthly newsletter. She lives with her one cat, 
Twiggy, having recently lost her loving Sylvester.
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A Bridge to Forever 
by Beth Buchanan

The bridge connects us.
Without it, no eye contact,
no shared vittles or tesseracts.
A bridge is a leap to a

“wrinkle in time,” is a black hole
to transport us 
to peace and hippie love. 

I crossed a bridge in San Francisco, 
told the 100-dollar-an-hour psychic,
that an earthquake was coming and it would be that week.
She said not a chance, no one at Albany Psychic Centre 
was feeling it, at all.
I felt it in every cell for weeks.

I was at a restaurant telephone when I heard it,
told my friend. The earth’s growl taught me 
what the Mother is capable of.
I felt one . Earth waved like the ocean,
screamed to be heard – a protest 
sign  : grieve with me now, not later.

That bridge collapsed minutes after I got off.
I took my belongings to air cargo
and left town the next day, 
sold my car to the psychic.

If we decide to wake up we can cross the bridge,
evade collapse, share our riddles, our knock knock
jokes and our power to feed and heal each other.
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In the River 
by Beth Buchanan
 

Took it hard, I did, the day I woke up
in a hospital hanging
by my feet while the doctor slapped my behind.
I screamed, wouldn’t you?
Read the book, Birth Without Violence
and asked, “what’s new?”
 
My Métis blood – the blood that gave birth
squatting, born to the Earth Mother. The blood
that bled on moss, not Kotex Napkins.
I grieve, I believe, leave you
to question why 
we were taken from the mother’s breast
or never embraced,
put in a cage with other babies.
 
I look for bonding,
not bound ; bound to find truth,
its strings connect my heart,
please play gently and learn to avoid
channelling the violence.
 
An African woman named Immaculate 
told me about water wars. A river
in Egypt knows how to flow
with no instruction manual
for its natural course.
At birth, that river circles down the uterus
and vagina, the water breaks,
I cry instead of laugh and
give birth to me again.

Beth Buchanan hails from the Maritimes, St. John, N.B. She came out west 
as a hitchhiking hippie. Her work – poetry and other topics of interest – have 
been published in the Carnegie Newsletter. She read at the 2009 Carnegie 
Writers’ Jamboree.
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Spear of Longinus
by Henry Doyle

The black circle above was a mile wide, like an unforgiving storm in the 
desert sunrise. Ravens waiting for the freshly hung to stop screaming or pass 
out through pain. The fortunate men died of blood loss as they were being 
crucified to the T-cross by inexperienced soldiers. Not many, though  : I train 
my men well in the art of death. A professional foot soldier for 20 years and 
now at the end of my days, I’ve become this.

I walk among the hundreds of crosses in the morning sun with a rag 
drenched in vinegar that can’t mask the stench. My men walk behind me 
with iron mallets looking for the ones that are still alive after three days. I 
give orders to break their legs. This way their legs can’t hold them up and 
they suffocate.

Vultures with six-foot wing spans land gracefully on top of the crosses. Their 
curved six-inch beaks are masterful at tearing into dead, and sometimes 
living, flesh. They start with the eyes of the condemned, then the lips and 
tongue, eventually breaking into the skulls to get to the brain matter.

This is why we named this place “Skull Mountain.” No man, no human, 
should ever get used to this place. But I did.

The human screams are hard to hear with 1,000 hungry birds overhead, 
but I hear them in the cool, lonely desert nights as I drink myself to 
sleep. Today, I alone have been chosen by Pilate the Governor to nail and 
crucify a condemned man. They call him the King of the Jews. The Roman 
government says it will stop this man who is spreading his seeds of peace, 
love and one God for all mankind. But I fear these seeds have already 
started to take root.

On my days off I go to the games and watch through stone-drunk green 
eyes as we throw these Christians into the gladiator pit by the hundreds 
with the hungry lions. Are we this great civilization trying to cleanse our 
Roman garden of weeds? Though their roots and faith run too deep for 
even the Great Roman Empire, I can’t stop myself but to look at them with 
honor. To die for something they truly believe in, like the love I had for the 
Empire and its Pagan Gods.
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He is a ragged, skinny, weak man smelling of urine and feces on the steep 
roadway packed with onlookers yelling and cursing at him. He falls again 
with the 200 lb T-cross on his back. I order the soldiers to untie him and 
scan the screaming crowd, spot a man named Samson to carry the cross the 
rest of the way up to Golgotha.

I’ve seen the horrors of hundreds of eyes as we lay them down, beaten and 
wiped by exhaustion, the screaming, filthy bodies begging me for mercy in 
low voices. A luxury I don’t have and can’t give.

What hell awaits me in the afterlife? I wonder, looking into this man’s 
brown eyes.

His arms are tied down with hemp rope. I place the spike two inches back 
from his wrist, so not to hit the artery. A scaffold is in place with a pulley 
to lift him up and on top of the T-cross. I nail his feet separate on each side 
to brace him so he can breath. I place a crown of thorns on him, gently, to 
keep the birds off him. Later, I go back and give him vinegar mixed with 
cocaine leaves to dull his suffering. He drinks some but refuses more as he 
looks at the dead thief, then the robber that still lives.

“Only for you,” I say. He refuses again with his brown eyes. 

This job is technical. I keep records of the condemned men in thick books.

On the third sunrise we break their legs. I look for this man, Jesus. I hold 
my battle-stained lance ready to end the suffering with one thrust, thinking 
mercy, and what hell awaits me in the afterlife. 

Henry Doyle is a writer/poet from the Downtown Eastside who survives as a 
janitor part time. He’s a warrior poet on a drunk.
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3.5 Bits
by fcdiamond

STORYING

in story we
 discover
in story we
 share
in story we
 celebrate
  
 who we are

         a story should have
       a beginning
     a middle and
   an end

LONG (SAD) STORY

So many beginnings
Stuck in the middle
No end in sight

SHORT STORY

He said I’m going to make you fall in love with me
And he did
By morning he was history
This is mine
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Pieces of Me
by fcdiamond

Pick them up
dust them off
examine them, turn them about in your fingers
hold them up to the light
 when you can find some

look carefully 
see . . . it’s there . . . 
deep inside
Sparkle !
 brilliance even
  like in the name

The light flickers and fades
fade to black as the fog rolls in
 again and again 
  and again

fcdiamond is a late bloomer who began writing when she discovered that all life 
is story. She is at work on a family history tentatively entitled Kinquest. She was 
involved in WE*ACT’S Lessons Learned project, which collected life stories of 
B.C. elder women. She thanks the Thursdays community for the sharing and 
celebrating.
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Public Sightseeing
by John Z.M. Chen

My friend wanted a tour of, “anywhere that shows Vancouver’s breathtaking 
beauty.” She drew out the word, “breath” longer than usual, in Chinese. As 
we drove across Boundary Road into the city of Burnaby I welcomed her 
to Vancouver.

“I don’t see the sign.”

“It’s on the map. Look at the map, lady,” I joked. “Learn some English, 
will you?” 

She pulled a map out of the glove box and fingered it. She read the 
storefront signs in English, Korean, Japanese, Chinese, Punjabi, Arabic 
along Kingsway Boulevard. 

“This is Vancouver?”

“Just a taste of it. Vancouver has an international make-up, eh?”

“It looks like – ” 

“Hong Kong. I know. Some call it Hongcouver.”

She broke into a romantic song about Hong Kong  : “Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, I am with you,” in a lilt reminiscent of Teresa Teng, an eastern diva 
the equivalent to Madonna.

“Maybe you can make Vancouver famous by singing it into existence.”

The traffic was heavy in both directions when we reached Main and East 
Hastings Streets. On Hastings, we were waiting for the lights to turn when 
a man leapt from the sidewalk into the street and started belly-dancing, his 
hands held high above his head and flailing, his hips gyrating. His pants 
began to drop downward, but he kept on dancing with abandon. 
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“Look,” she tugged at my right driving hand and whispered. “Look at that 
furry, bushy thing down there.”

“Pubic hair,” I said.

“Pubic hair?” she repeated. “Never heard of the word before.” She paused and 
asked, “You didn’t mean ‘public’ hair?” 

“No,” I said. “Everyone knows that word. I mean private hair.”

“Private?” she laughed loudly and looked around. “So, this is Vancouver.”

“Welcome to Vancouver.”

“In Hong Kong, the police will immediately rush to the scene and stop – ”

“Indecent exposure.” I chimed in. “See, the police station is just meters away. 
If a girl is doing that, they will be here in a jiffy to watch the show.”

John Z.M. Chen is the author of The Influence of Daoism on Asian-Canadian 
Writers (2008) and winner of a City of Vancouver arts grant (2009). He has 
published poetry, prose, interviews and essays in English and Chinese. John has 
also interviewed some 20 Asian-Canadian writers.
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An Exercise 
by Graham Cunningham

How to describe openness?

Openness is the lack of previous thought.

Openness is being free to go anywhere while being nowhere.

Openness is awareness of this moment.

Without a story, Openness is.
 

Graham Cunningham, still wondering why he writes, has published in the  
UBC Literary Supplement, Carnegie Newsletter and online.
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Real and Imagined
by Robyn Livingstone

To leave a part of myself behind is chilling ; I need the warmth of 
comfort, feelings, thoughts, to be with you, never alone. An immense 
dream of limitless sunlight and clarity, emerging from deception beyond 
where my reason ends, though second guessing is natural. I spend time 
counting what was given, or taken, stolen. I think I see clearly but 
what I don’t know I ponder harder  : can do, get better, fall down, get 
up. Feel the heat and now balance, tune myself to the conflicting rules. 
Repetition is a security zone, “nowhere” amounts to not much. No more 
showing off  : drastic changes are within my limits, rising and falling 
possibilities of the now inside me. Contrary dark thoughts press in hard, 
try to deter and defer me. Be beaten? Never. Won’t happen : I am rising 
above the clouds. Though I respect the unforgiveable force of nature’s 
storm, I trust the mother, the truth, the form.

Robyn Livingstone is a writer, poet, full-time actor on and off the stage and 
screen, a raconteur, bon vivant, mischief maker of merriment and mirth, and 
friend to the misbegotten.
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Greece Reborn 
by Joan Morelli

I, a respected CEO, have such taste
athletics keep me fit and trim of waist.
Olympics will improve this community
so quiet, naysayers, behold serenity :
homeless and the unwashed frey
shipped to crack houses out of the way
while we good people watch the sports
Downtown Eastsiders are in the courts
or pushed for now to the ’burbs.
Crack, heroin and pot, their anger curbs.
The glory of Greece still pristine
not spoiled by those so poor and mean.
Canada emerges prosperous and pure
one neat step over social manure.
World class city with corporate charm
no poor people around to do us harm
Zeus will shine on us a great light
once we put the disenfranchised to flight.

Joan Morelli is a renaissance woman. She is an activist, actor and writer and has 
been pursuing these interests for most of her life.
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kitsalino dog beach 2002
by john alan douglas
 

 – for sam/rocco, who could
 use this beach, and charly,
 who couldn’t
 

a billion stars sparkle on the waves
tide washes over dogs
tails wag in delight
noses sniff logs
a hundred canines cavort about
in dog religion merge 
with joy in motion, sea spray, carnal desire,
and these packs of beasts burying bones in wave
sunlight reed seashell sand seaweed mermaid freed galley slave
until each one slurps down
spent exhausted, groaning upon
this beach, a creature grand
and out of reach
of human
convention. 
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drifting life 
by john alan douglas

whorls of clouds marshal selves in sky
a pine tree points up at them 
without asking why
birdsong on wires
accompanies eyes
of cheap eats 
traffic pounds away on hastings street
people in street litter mcdonalds junk food
debris of past empires ghost thru air
as produce palace on other side of gungy lane
seduces massage parlor beside it to make love
and have babies in form of all levels of
crass but popular politicians.
simon fraser university gazes down from the hill
regal ivory tower-undressed
almost accessible
summer heat punctuates all of this
with a breeze 
for stirring the aromas of
mutating alleyway
of garbage.

john alan douglas has lived in the Downtown Eastside for nearly three years.  
His poetry has appeared in lit ’zines all over North America.
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Furlough
by Elee Kraljii Gardiner

If I could frogmarch words
into lines tonight,
trust their precision,
I could wage poetic war
against injustice.
One clean coup d’ état and
generals would serve
on their knees,
mopping orphanage floors
with their uniforms.

As it happens, I’m undone by
the spontaneous mutiny
of my soldiers.
The words act
as if they’re awol :
pants rolled up, they dip
their feet in the pool,
soak the last
of their discipline in wine.

I let them indulge
in rhymes and bawdy verse,
the air is soft tonight
and they’ll be bivouacked
in the winter mountains soon enough.
Their laughter rolls up from the backyard
as they sing a round,
arms open
to the stars,
heads thrown back.
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I kick the screen door with my foot,
balance bottles in my arms,
uncork, refill and drink with
this company
of weedy verbs, offer each noun
a heaping plate,
a cigar,
and depending on their preferences,
a man or woman.

Tonight by the tiki torches
I aid and abet, hand out paper
party hats with ridiculous chin straps,
let my troops forget the strike
of machete blades, the sound of
Toyota pickups gunning
down unpaved roads.

Tonight, the war
is best waged through pleasure,
truth the brightest bayonet
for dealing with inhumanity. 
I meander through the revelry
recording the chaos of joy
in a notebook
I will use as a Molotov.

Elee Kraljii Gardiner leads creative writing classes at the Carnegie Centre and 
is the founder of Otter Press. She studied poetry at Simon Fraser University’s 
Writer’s Studio and lives in Vancouver with her husband and two children.
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